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Here’s How

Begin by winding a 250cm (100 ins) warp holding the 2 
colours together.  You will need a total of 92 warp threads 
- 46 light and 46 dark.  If you are direct warping, run the 
two colours together through each slot of one heddle (23 
slots).  Center for a 15cm (6ins) wide warp.  There are 
now 4 threads per slot.  If you wound a warp, thread each 
slot in one of the heddles with 2 light and 2 dark threads 
(again centered for a 15cm/6 ins warp). Wind on to the 
back beam as usual.  Make sure to keep even tension as 
you wind on.  Leave 25-38 cm (10-15 ins) hanging in front 
of the heddle for threading.  If this heddle is not in the 
back heddle holder, put it there and place the 2nd heddle 
in the front holder. Thread the heddles following Figure A 
and the colour sequence below.  It is the colour sequence 
that allows the pattern to develop.

The colour sequence 
Back heddle:
 Holes: 2 light, 5 dark, 2 light, 5 dark, 2 light, 5 
dark, 2 light
 Slots:  all dark

Front heddle
 Holes: 2 dark, 5 light, 2 dark, 5 light, 2 dark, 5 
light, 2 dark
 Slots:  all light.

This takes some thinking and concentration but it easier 
to do than to explain and gets easier as you work.  It is 
easiest to work with the 4 threads from one slot at a time, 
leaving all the others threaded in just the back heddle.   
Figure A shows the threading for an all dark bottom layer 
and an all light upper layer - to make the colour change 
just exchange the dark and light hole threads.  (See Figure 
B) 

Once the heddles are threaded, tie on to the front beam 
and tension your warp.  Place both heddles in the DOWN 
position and using your knitting needle pick up all the 
light slot threads, behind the heddles! When you have all 
the light slot threads, slide in your pick up stick (Pick up 
stick A) and move it to the back beam.    Now place both 
heddles in the UP position and from underneath pick up 
all the dark slot threads. (Pick up stick B).  Slide this pick 
up stick to the back as well.  This warp is narrow enough 
for there to be no need to crawl under the loom to make 
sure all the dark slot threads have been picked up - you 
should be able to tell by just looking at it from the side.  
Check for crossed threads between the heddles and 
correct them (if you threaded very carefully you might not 
have any).  

Wind two stick shuttles - a light one to weave the upper 
layer and a dark one to weave the bottom layer.

Reversible double weave scarf on 
the rigid heddle
By: Kim Schiffmacher of Silverthorne, Colorado, USA 

You will need:  
A rigid heddle loom with two heddles
2 balls Tekapo - one light, one dark or 200m (220 yds) of each colour
2 x 7.5 dpi heddles
2 pick up sticks
2 stick shuttles
A pointy stick or knitting needle for clearing sheds and a hand mirror for 
checking sheds may also come in handy.



Pick-up stick A and light slot threads See how the hole threads for the back and 
front heddles are reversed

Figure A Threading Diagram

Figure B Threading Diagram

back heddle 2 light hole threads
 2 dark hole threads
 all dark slot threads

front heddle 2 dark hole threads
 2 light hole threads
 all light slot threads

Heddle sequence
Block A - squares of solid colour
Back heddle down - weave bottom layer (dark weft)
Stick A - upper layer (light weft)
Stick B - bottom layer (dark weft)
Front heddle up - upper layer (light weft)
  
Block B - narrow bands separating the solid squares
Front heddle down - bottom layer (dark weft)
Stick A - upper layer (light weft)
Stick B - bottom layer (dark weft) 
Back heddle up - upper layer (light weft)

When the heddles are not in use they are either just 
hanging or in the ‘neutral’ position in the heddle holders. 
(I usually put the back heddle in the neutral position on 
the front heddle holder and just let the front heddle hang 
in front of its heddle holder)

When using two shuttles always place the working shuttle 
nearer to you than the resting shuttle - this way the two 
wefts will wrap around each other and tie the edges 
together.

Leave 18cm (7 ins) for fringe and begin weaving Block A.  
To get the pattern in the scarf, weave Block A for 12 shots 
each layer (24 total) followed by Block B for 4 shots each 
layer (8 total).  Weave for 183cm (72 ins) or until you run 
out of warp and/or weft.  I hemstitched both ends on the 
loom and then twisted the fringe after cutting the scarf off 
the loom.  After you cut the scarf off the loom, check for 
and correct any errors.  I finished by soaking it in warm 
water for about 20 minutes, spinning out the excess water 
in the washing machine and hanging until dry.  Once dry 
I tossed it in the dryer, on the ’no heat’ setting, for a few 
minutes to fluff the yarns a bit more.  

Things to remember  
Only the hole threads can change layers - the threads 
in the slots ALWAYS weave either the upper layer or the 
bottom layer.   A pointy stick/knitting needle and/or 
mirror are handy to check for clear sheds - especially on 
the bottom layer (back heddle down is the most likely to 
cause problems).  You can also vary the look of your scarf 
by changing the length of each block when weaving or if 
you want a more ‘checkerboard’ effect you can thread the 

holes in the heddles ‘square’ (5 light, 5 dark etc for the 
back heddle and reversed for the front heddle).  You can 
also use one colour to weave both layers.  To do this on 
this scarf you will need three balls of Tekapo, one in first 
colour and two in the second colour.
 

back heddle -weaves all dark bottom 
layer

front heddle -weaves all light upper layer


